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When the Stranger says: “What is the meaning of this city? 
Do you huddle close together because you love each other?” 
What will you answer? “We all dwell together 
To make money from each other”? or “This is a community”? 
And the Stranger will depart and return to the desert. 
 

– T. S. Eliot, Choruses from The Rock
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Liquidity
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Did you feel that surge spread across 

the room the sector the city Monday morning 

current rising violently to a foaming shot 

over the precincts up against the wall 

every body open and quivering despite 

the security presence the infrastructure 

losing contour losing investors losing coherency 

seeping at last into the gaping ear of the social body?
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I did. Hailed by the Call as I stepped across 

Venables at Clark following a transverse line 

like all the other commodities circulating aimlessly 

I drifted along corrugated steel walls  

sun burning every body every building every form 

cash exploding from crowns of distant towers 

occupied by the rentiers in this haemopolis of 

arteries and conduits branching out centrifugally.
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Day broke over the grid of inputs outputs 

pipelines fibre-optic cables electrodes. 

The citizens looked scorched and picked over 

as they transited through the subway tunnels 

into the pits. The air was thin and material. 

The fluorescent glare illuminating the cheque- 

cashing outlet brought the pallid face of austerity 

into view — the deeply etched scowl
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Eyes darting fingers twitching never enough 

never enough never enough. Immigration goons 

patrolled the entrances at the periphery while 

snipers positioned themselves tactically 

behind the billboards. Aerial surveillance 

rigid architectural controls and yet my passage 

between sectors was as fluid as the debt relation 

that governed it. This is a black and white film
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And we are the extras. The script is based on 

a poem by Nietzsche called Schuld. I paused 

on the viaduct to petition the souls of those 

who died when their neighborhood was flooded 

by a violent stream of capital during a previous 

cycle of struggle. Fear death by finance. 

Such lessons of history bore down upon me 

as I surveyed the landscape for signs
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Of the raging stream the undercurrent the urgency 

tunneling beneath this unceded land. Derelict 

buildings tilted dramatically into an eroding 

riverbed while municipal road crews labored 

to repair the damaged infrastructure. My eye 

scanned horizontally across the metropolis 

before gazing vertically into its past. 

Shipping containers moved East and West
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